Monday, 26th May

08:30 Coffee-morning (F103)

09:00 Welcome (F103)
Vincent Mangematin and Henry Etzkowitz

10:00 Session 1

13:00 Lunch (F103)
Provided by GEM

14:00 Session 2
Sessions 2 and 3 will be broken up into two groups which will run in parallel.

Session 2.1 (F103)
- Yipeng Liu & Qihai Huang – “University capability as micro-foundation for Triple Helix model: Cultivating university capability or attracting talent?”
- Marina van Geenhuizen – “User Groups as Partners in Triple Helix Interaction: The Case of Living Labs in Health Innovation”
- Séverine Louvel – “Principal Investigators’ capacity to act as scientific entrepreneurs: intended and unintended consequences of science policy under the Triple Helix”

Session 2.2 (F305)
- James Cunningham – “At the Frontiers of Science and Research Commercialisation: Why Scientists Become or Choose to Become a Publicly Funded Principal Investigators”
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19:30 Evening: Dinner at ‘Le 5’
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- Maria Kim, Elisabeth Krull & Kenneth Husted – “Commercial practices for developing commercial orientation of PhD students”
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- Will Geoghegan, Paul Ryan & Rachel Hilliard – “The Innovative Capabilities that Firms Develop from University/Industry Collaboration”
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